Abstract
In this paper, we examine the problem of incrementally evaluating algebraic functions. In particular, if f (x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ) = (y 1 ; y 2 ; ; y m ) is an algebraic problem, we consider answering on-line requests of the form \change input x i to value v" or \what is the value of output y j ?"
We rst present lower bounds for some simply stated algebraic problems: multipoint polynomial evaluation, polynomial reciprocal, and extended polynomial GCD, proving an (n) lower bound for the incremental evaluation of these functions. In addition, we prove two time-space trade-o theorems that apply to incremental algorithms for almost all algebraic functions.
We then derive several general-purpose algorithm design techniques and apply them to several fundamental algebraic problems. For example, we give an O( p n) time per request algorithm for incremental DFT. We also present a design technique for serving incremental requests using a parallel machine, giving a choice of either optimal work with respect to the sequential incremental algorithm or super-fast algorithms with O(log log n) time per request with a sub-linear number of processors.
Introduction
In this paper we examine the problem of designing incremental algorithms for algebraic problems.
In particular, let R = (S; +; ; 0; 1) be a ring with elements from a set S and appropriately de ned addition and multiplication operations, and let f : S n ! S m be an algebraic function over this ring. Given an initial input vector (x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ) for this function, an incremental algorithm for the function is allowed some pre-processing time using the initial values of the function, and then must quickly handle on-line requests. The requests are in one of two forms: either \change input k to new value x 0 k " or \what is the value of output k?" Requests of both types are mixed in the request stream, and we would like a fast guaranteed worst-case response time. The machine servicing the requests may be either a sequential or parallel machine. While incremental versions of many graph problems (for example 9, 11, 20] ) and geometry problems (for example 1, 6, 21] ) have been studied, very little has been done in incremental versions of algebraic problems. Two notable exceptions are the incremental maintenance of pre x sums studied by Fredman 10] , and the incremental maintenance and evaluation of size n algebraic expressions studied by Fredrickson 12] .
There are many real-world situations in which such incremental algebraic problems may arise, where the inputs change relatively slowly, and various outputs need to be occasionally polled. Applications include real time control (e.g., kinodynamic control of machines and robots), signal processing (e.g., low level image processing, signal tracking, dynamic error distortion control, etc.), data compression (the 2D transform methods), econometrics (analysis of time series), and business processing (incremental updates of numerical spread sheets). In all these applications, the input data is often changing dynamically. The data comes as a continuous steam of updates, interspersed with requests for speci ed algebraic computations determined from the most recent version of the data. Moreover, there are often real time constraints that make it essential to have a fast, e cient response to these incremental changes. As an interesting speci c example, we note that in image or voice compression by transform methods, many of the outputs of an algebraic transform may be ignored. For example, JPEG, now a standard for image compression, requires as its key computation a two dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), which is de ned as a mapping from an n n matrix of pixel intensity values A = (a ij ) to an n n matrix of transform coe cients C = (c ij ) by c ij = n?1 X x=0 n?1 X y=0 a ij ! ix+jy n ;
where ! n is the nth complex root of unity. To browse this image (at low resolution), we need only a small portion of this two dimensional DFT. The incremental version this problem arises naturally when browsing (at low resolution) video images (these consist of a sequence of slowly changing images) compressed by the JPEG transform. An additional problem from the domain of signal processing that we examine in this paper is the \chirp z-transform", which transforms a vector A = (a 0 ; a 1 ; ; a n?1 ) of values to a vector of coe cients C = (c 0 ; c 1 ; ; c n?1 ) by
where z is an arbitrary complex number. Clearly, the standard one-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform is a special case of the chirp z-transform.
The most basic approach to this problem is to simply re-evaluate the entire function each time an output value is requested. For example, if the function in question is a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), we can easily handle each request on a sequential machine in O(n log n) time by performing a Fast Fourier Transform each time an output value is requested. Since a change in a single input value a ects all n output values, it is not immediately obvious how to do better. In this paper, we rst present lower bounds that show that many basic algebraic problems cannot be solved substantially faster than using this naive \re-evaluate every time" approach. In particular, we prove an (n) lower bound for the problems of multipoint polynomial evaluation, polynomial reciprocal, triangular Toeplitz system solve, and extended polynomial GCD. In addition, we also prove a space-time trade-o that applies to most interesting algebraic problems: if S(n) storage is available in addition to the input storage, then any problem in which at least one output is dependent on all inputs will require ( n S(n) ) time per request. To prove this trade-o for some of the problems, we require the use of a slightly non-standard algebra (which we call the 1-augmented algebra) which, in fact, is closely imitated by the way oating point numbers are implemented on many real machines. See Table 1 for a summary of lower bounds proved in this paper. Secondly, we present two general methods for designing incremental algorithms on sequential machines. Both methods make use of existing algebraic circuits for the non-incremental versions of the problems. Using the rst technique, we derive an incremental algorithm for the DFT where each request is handled in O( p n) time. The second technique gives slightly worse time bounds for some problems (O( p n log n) time for DFT, for instance), but is applicable to a much wider range of problems. In particular, we derive O( p n log O(1) n) time incremental algorithms for multipoint polynomial evaluation with changing coe cients, polynomial multiplication, sequence convolution, and various matrix problems. The best results for the problems examined in this paper are shown 
Restricted change linear system solve O(n) (n=S(n)) y Restricted change Toeplitz system solve O( p n log n)
y Trade-o for problems over an 1-augmented algebra. Table 1 : Incremental time for the problems considered in this paper.
in Table 1 .
Finally, we extend this last sequential technique to a model where requests are handled by a parallel machine. We give a general theorem, and show how it can be applied to various algebraic problems. In particular, we show that the Discrete Fourier Transform can be handled with an optimal work parallel algorithm when the number of processors is at most O( p n= log n). In addition, by using more processors we can obtain super-fast parallel algorithms that use O(log log n) time per request and O(n= log c n) processors for any constant c. Similar bounds hold for other problems, including multipoint polynomial evaluation and the chirp z-transform.
It should be noted that all of our algorithms give worst-case service times. Some previous incremental algorithms for problems in other areas use the technique of amortized analysis to give bounds for an entire request sequence. While amortized analysis may be acceptable in some cases, our worst-case analysis is far more useful in application areas involving real-time processing.
Algebraic Problems and Circuits
The problems we examine will be problems over an arbitrary algebraic ring R = (S; +; ; 0; 1). In the construction of our incremental algorithms we make use of e cient algebraic circuits for the non-incremental version of the problems. For example, in constructing an incremental algorithm for FFT, we use the well-known algebraic circuit for FFT that has size O(n log n) 7, 2] . To make clear the form we would like the circuit to be in, we use the following de nition of a circuit.
De nition 1.1 An algebraic circuit over a ring R is a circuit in which each non-input node performs some basic algebraic operation (either addition or multiplication) from the ring R. We call such a circuit simply an algebraic circuit if the ring R is understood or unimportant. The nodes of the circuit v 1 ; v 2 ; ; v (n) are ordered such that v 1 ; ; v n are the input nodes, and if the node v k has inputs v i and v j , then i < k and j < k. The number of nodes (n) is called the size of the circuit.
The restriction on the numbering of the nodes is simply a matter of circuit representation | any circuit can reorder its nodes so that the constraint on the node order holds. To determine such an ordering, since a circuit is a directed acyclic graph it su ces to perform a topological sort (a linear time operation) on the circuit. The important property of this ordering is that we can evaluate the circuit in time (n) on an algebraic RAM: simply calculate the value at each node in the order that the nodes are given. The order insures that when evaluating node v k , all required values have already been computed. 1 
Lower Bounds
In this section, we derive lower bounds on the complexity of incremental algorithms for some algebraic problems, including polynomial reciprocal and multipoint polynomial evaluation when the evaluation points change. In both cases we prove a linear time lower bound. We will also prove a space-time trade-o that applies to most algebraic problems. The basis of our rst lower bound results is the following theorem which follows directly from results Motzkin 17] There is clearly an equivalence between circuits with nodes presented in this order and straight-line programs. Our results could have been presented in terms of straight-line programs, but the circuit model will be more useful in Section 3. multiplications in computations involving only coe cients are not counted.
This theorem can be immediately applied to prove a linear time lower bound for incremental polynomial evaluation when the evaluation points are allowed to change. In particular, consider an arbitrarily complex preprocessing phase consisting of computations involving the coe cients of the polynomial. Now consider changing an input evaluation point to an arbitrary new value, and then polling the output corresponding to the new evaluation point. Theorem 2.1 now implies that n=2 multiplications are required to perform these two operations | the following corollary is thus a re-interpretation of Theorem 2.1 from the point of view of incremental algorithms (note that one output from a chirp z-transform is simply a polynomial evaluation at a point z k for some integer k).
Corollary 2.1 ( Motzkin, 55] and Belaga, 58]) Any incremental algorithm for multipoint polynomial evaluation where evaluation points are allowed to change requires (n) time per request. Likewise, any incremental algorithm for the chirp z-transform where z is allowed to change requires (n) time.
It is worth noting that there is a simple incremental algorithm for this problem that has request service time O(n) | we simply re-evaluate the polynomial at the appropriate point when an output is requested, which can be done in an asymptotically optimal n=2 + o(n) multiplications if the polynomial coe cients are constant 19] .
Proving a linear lower bound for the polynomial reciprocal problem uses the same idea, but requires a substantially more complex proof. More speci cally, if p(x) = P n?1 i=0 p i x i is a degree n?1 polynomial and
% is the reciprocal of p(x), then q 0 (the constant term of q(x)) can be viewed as a degree n polynomial h 0 (x) that is evaluated at 1=p n?1 . The coe cients of h 0 (x) depend only on p n?2 ; p n?3 ; ; p 1 ; p 0 . More importantly, by selecting p n?2 ; p n?3 ; ; p 1 ; p 0 properly, we can make h 0 (x) be any arbitrary degree n polynomial in which the degree 1 and degree 0 terms are zero. Changing p n?1 and polling output q 0 is exactly the same as evaluating h 0 (x) at 1=p n?1 , so requires (n) operations. The details of this proof follow. 
Proof : By considering the long division method, we can see that the coe cients of q(x) can be described by
Re-writing this in terms of the h k (y) polynomials, we get h k (y) = 8 > > < > > :
The proof is by induction in i, using the recurrence equations from Lemma 2. Many algebraic problems can be easily reduced to the polynomial reciprocal problem, so lower bounds easily follow. As a simple example, consider solving a triangular Toeplitz system of equations. It is well known that this problem is equivalent to nding polynomial reciprocals, giving the following corollary. Proof : If p(x) = P n?1 i=0 p i x i is a degree n ? 1 polynomial, let p rev (x) = x n?1 p(1=x) denote the polynomial with coe cients in the reverse order. In other words, p rev (x) = P n?1 i=0 p n?1?i x i . It is easy to see that if p(x) has a nonzero degree n ? 1 term, then p rev (x) and x n are relatively prime. Solving the extended GCD problem for these two polynomials gives polynomials U(x) and V (x) such that U(x)x n + V (x)p rev (x) = 1:
We can derive, for formal variable y = 1=x: y : We know that deg U(x)] < deg p rev (x)] n ?1, so it follows that y n?2 U(1=y) is a polynomial with deg y n?2 U(1=y)] < n?1, which shows that V rev (x) is the polynomial reciprocal of p(x). Therefore, any incremental algorithm for extended GCD can trivially be converted into an incremental algorithm for polynomial reciprocal, so any incremental algorithm for extended GCD must take (n) time per request.
Space-Time Trade-o s
In this section, we consider space-time trade-o s for incremental algebraic algorithms. First we consider circuits working over a modi ed algebra. In particular, if we are considering a ring R = (S; +; ; 0; 1) then we add the special \in nity" element 1 that has the property x + 1 = 1 and x 1 = 1 for any element x 2 S. We note that such an algebra cannot be a ring, but when considering actual oating point computer implementations, such in nite elements often do indeed exist. We will call such an algebra an 1-augmented algebra. Our main space-time trade-o result can then be stated as follows. Theorem 2.3 Let f(x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ) be an algebraic function in which at least one output value is dependent on all input values. Then any algorithm that uses S(n) storage in addition to the inputs and correctly computes f(x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ) over an 1-augmented algebra must take ( n S(n) ) time per request.
Proof : The outputs and temporary values of any algebraic algorithm can be viewed as multivariate polynomials in the inputs. In particular, if b 1 ; b 2 ; ; b S(n) are the S(n) additional stored values, then each b i can be viewed as a polynomial in the inputs. Since we have augmented our algebra with 1, any non-constant polynomial can be set to 1 by setting a single appropriate variable to 1. In other words, we can make b i = 1 values for all 1 i S(n) by setting at most S(n) of the inputs to 1 .
In e ect, we have now rendered the extra storage useless. We can set the remaining n ? S(n) inputs to any values that we want, and then substitute values for the S(n) inputs that were set to 1. These changes e ectively de ne a new size n problem, in which useful partial computations with inputs can be performed only during the last S(n) changes. By next requesting an output value that depends on all n input values, we must have examined all n inputs in the last S(n) + 1 requests in order to compute the value, so some query must have taken at least n S(n)+1 = ( n S(n) ) time.
We note here that for certain problems, a space-time trade-o can be obtained without having Proof : Consider a sequence of 2n requests in which we set all n input values and then request all n output values. By Tompa's results referred to above 22], this requires ( n 2 S(n) ) total time; therefore, at least one of the 2n requests must take time ( n S(n) ).
3 Cut-value Incremental Algorithms
In this section, we present a method for constructing incremental algorithms for some algebraic problems | the quality of this method depends on the structure of a circuit for the non-incremental version of the problem. We will call incremental algorithms like the ones of this section \cut value" incremental algorithms, because they evaluate all the nodes at a cut of the problem's circuit.
In particular, we show that this method can create an O(log n) query time algorithm for the pre x sum problem, and an O( p n) query time algorithm for the Discrete Fourier Transform. In the next section we will give a di erent and more widely applicable technique for constructing incremental algorithms, but the algorithms produced by that method require ( p n) time per request for the pre x sum problem, and ( p n log n) time per request for the Discrete Fourier Transform. Thus the techniques of this section can give substantially better results, but for a smaller set of problems than the technique of Section 4. Note that it was known how to do an incremental pre x sum in O(log n) time per request by using the \pre x tree" data structure 10].
We do not improve on these previous bounds for doing incremental pre x sum (although we do match the best previously known bound), and our presentation of this result is simply as an example of our algorithm construction methods and to show the general utility of our methods.
To create a cut value incremental algorithm, we use a cut in the supplied circuit. The cut will induce two subgraphs, with all of the input nodes in one subgraph (the input side), and all of the outputs in the other subgraph (the output side). The nodes that are in the cut itself are considered to be in both the input side and the output side. The idea is simple enough: when an input is changed, propagate that change as far as the cut. When an output is requested, take the set of all nodes in the cut that a ect the output, and propagate the values through to the output. This second part can be simply performed by starting at the desired output node, and following edges to the cut in depth-rst-search fashion.
For this to be an e cient procedure, we need to nd a cut such that a particular input a ects a limited number of nodes in the input side of the circuit. To make this more concrete, we introduce the following notation. For any input node v, let InA (v) denote the set of nodes in the input side of the circuit whose values are a ected by input node v, and let N in (v) = jInA (v)j denote the number of nodes in the input side of the circuit that input v a ects. In the previously described cut value incremental algorithm, N in (v) is exactly the number of nodes that have to be reevaluated in order to propagate a change from input node v to the nodes in the cut. We let MaxInA denote the size of the largest input a ect set, or
For any output node v, we de ne the set OutA (v) to be the set of nodes in the output side of the circuit that a ect the value of output v (note this is perfectly symmetric with the de nition of InA (w)). Finally, de ne N out (w) and MaxOutA in the obvious way.
Given the above discussion, the following theorem is simple to prove. Theorem 3.1 Assume we are given a circuit for a function f(x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ) with MaxInA and MaxOutA as de ned above. Then we can construct a \cut value" incremental algorithm that services all requests in O(max(MaxInA ; MaxOutA )) time.
We now apply this theorem to produce incremental algorithms for the pre x sum problem and the Discrete Fourier Transform. The presentation of pre x sum is as a simple example of the above theorem | we note that it was already known how to obtain O(log n) bounds 10]. Corollary 3.1 There is a \cut value" incremental algorithm for pre x sum over a semigroup S that services requests in O(A log n) time, where A is the time required to apply one semigroup operation to a pair of elements in S.
Proof : The data ow of the most common pre x sum algorithm 15] can be viewed as a tree in which we make two passes: First, we sweep from the leaves to the root, computing for each node the sum of its children (thus each node has computed the sum of all children in the subtree rooted at that node). Secondly, we sweep from the root to the leaves, computing the sum of all nodes \to the left" of the current node at that level. When we reach the leaves, we have the pre x sum.
This intuitive data ow idea can be converted into a circuit by placing two trees back-to-back, and connecting each node with its \mirror image" on the other side (see Figure 1) . Each node of this tree actually does an operation over semi-group S, so takes time A. Call the tree that is closest to the inputs the \input tree", and the tree closest to the outputs the \output tree". The cut we use is the entire input tree. This cut consists of 2n ? 1 nodes, but each input only a ects O(log n) of these nodes (the ones on the path from the input to the root of the input tree). In other words, MaxInA = O(log n).
The only nodes in the output tree that have any e ect on a particular output are the nodes in the path from that output node to the root of the output tree. Each one of these nodes in the output tree is also a ected by it's \mirror image" node in the input tree, but this only doubles the number of nodes that a ect the output. Thus MaxOutA = O(log n).
Finally, by Theorem 3.1 we can construct an incremental algorithm for pre x sum that has worst case request service time of O(log n) node evaluations. Since each node evaluation takes time A, the total time of the algorithm is O(A log n).
Note: It should be noted that since the cut we used was actually the entire input tree, what we have derived is an incremental data structure that has a tree structure. It turns out that in this case this was a known data structure: the pre x tree 10]. In the usual cases such as computation over the integers, A = 1 so the total update time is O(log n). An example over a more complex semi-group is shown below. . The cut we use consists of all gates at level (log n)=2 (here we are assuming that log n is even | if this is not the case, then simply use the gates at level (log n + 1)=2, and the rest of this proof is very similar). From the structure of the FFT graph, we know that each input a ects 2 k?1 nodes on level k (where the inputs are labeled as level 1). So input i a ects a total of An entirely symmetric argument shows that MaxOutA = p n ? 1, so by Theorem 3.1, we can construct a \cut value" incremental algorithm that has request time O( p n).
One of the important properties of the FFT graph, which makes nding the optimal cut easy, is that the FFT graph is very regular: the circuit is a layered graph in which the fanout and fanin of every node is two. Because of this, the optimal cut is always the middle layer of the graph. We point out here that a large number of other circuits exhibit similar regularity properties. One large class of algorithms that has this property is the class of \normal hypercube algorithms" 16] (originally called ASCEND/DESCEND algorithms 18]) which includes e cient algorithms for matrix multiplication and several popular parallel sorting algorithms such as odd-even merge sort, bitonic sort, and ash sort (see 16] or 23] for further details). Another large class of algorithms that has the desired regularity property is the class of algorithms constructed using tensor product factorizations 13], which includes many of the transform computations used in signal processing. For these classes of problems, and others with regular circuits, nding good (or even optimal) cuts is easy, and hence constructing incremental algorithms as described in this section is easy.
General Incremental Algorithm Design for Sequential Machines
In this section we present another general purpose technique for designing incremental algorithms. For some problems, the resulting algorithms may not be as good as those designed using techniques from the previous section, but the techniques of this section can be applied to a fairly wide class of problems. In designing an incremental algorithm for a function f(x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ), we require both an algebraic circuit for the function and a procedure called an update function. The update function uses a set of inputs (x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ), one particular output value from f(x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ), and an optional set of precomputed values. From this information, the update function computes the change in the output value due to one of the input values changing. We will use the notation Update(k; y k ; x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ; i; x 0 i ), where y k = f(x 1 ; ; x i ; ; x n ), to denote the function that computes the new value y 0 k = f(x 1 ; ; x 0 i ; ; x n ). We use U(n) ( Our incremental algorithms divide the sequence of requests into blocks of b requests, where b is called the block size. We evaluate the circuit during the b requests of a block, xing the inputs to their values at the beginning of the block. If (n) is the size of the circuit, we evaluate the next d (n)=be gates of the circuit after each request, and the entire circuit is evaluated by the end of the block. Thus at any point in the input sequence, we know all of the correct output values at the beginning of the previous block. We can calculate any current output value by calling Update at most 2b ? 1 times using the input changes that have been requested since the beginning of the previous block.
Theorem 4.1 For a particular algebraic function f(x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ), let (n) be the size of the smallest circuit for that problem, and let U(n) be the update time, as described above. Then we can construct an incremental algorithm for function f where each request is handled in time O( p (n)U(n)).
Proof : For each request, we evaluate d (n)=be gates of the circuit and may need to perform 2b
Update operations (if the request is an output query). Thus the worst case complexity is (n)
The b that minimizes this complexity is b = r (n) 2U(n) , giving a complexity of O( p (n)U(n)).
An important aspect of this theorem is that the update time is at most (n), meaning that this theorem never creates an incremental algorithm with time worse than O( (n)). In most cases however, U(n) = o( (n)), so each request is handled in o( (n)) time, beating the naive approach to this problem. In fact, in many common cases U(n) = O(1), so the incremental algorithm time is O( p (n)). We now look at some immediate consequences of Theorem 4.1.
The following corollary deals with algebraic functions in which each output is a linear function in each input. For example, output y k can be expressed as a function of input x i by y k = d i;k +c i;k x i . We call c i;k the constant of linearity. Note that there are common functions in which each output is linearly dependent on each input, but it is hard to compute the constant of linearity; in other words, simply having a linear update function does not guarantee fast incremental algorithms. For example, the permanent of an n n matrix is linearly dependent on each input, but the constant of linearity cannot be computed in polynomial time unless P = P #P 24], which is very unlikely. Proof : It is fairly simple to show that each of these problems satis es the conditions of Corollary 4.1, and the worst-case time follows from Corollary 4.1 by using the size of the best known algebraic circuit for that problem (many of these circuits are easily derived from well-known sequential algorithms that can be found in standard references 2, 4, 5]). For the \restricted change linear system solve" we note that in a system Ax = b, if we precompute A ?1 then the dynamic problem is simply an instance of matrix-vector product.
Note: The restriction on the multipoint polynomial evaluation problem that only the coe cients change is vital. Recall that in Section 2 we proved an (n) lower bound for the problem when the evaluation points are allowed to change.
For a more complex example, we examine the (r) dynamic polynomial reciprocal problem. By (r), we mean that dynamic changes are allowed only in the coe cients of the r lowest order 
where this formula is obtained by using the Newton iteration formula (see 2, Section 8.3]). From this formula it is easy to see that each coe cient of the output polynomial is linearly dependent on each input coe cient, with the constant of linearity depending on the coe cients of q 1 (x). Since p 1 (x) is not allowed to change, q 1 (x) in the above formula is constant, and the constants of linearity may be computed in the preprocessing phase. After the preprocessing, each output update can be done in O(1) time. Combining this update function with a size O(n log n) circuit for evaluating (2) gives the claimed time bound. Note: The dramatic improvement possible by restricting the changeable inputs is fascinating here.
Recall that in Section 2 we showed that if all coe cients are allowed to change, any incremental algorithm for polynomial reciprocal requires (n) time; however, by restricting changes to half of the input coe cients, we manage to produce an algorithm with O( p n log n) time per request!
General Incremental Algorithm Design for Parallel Machines
In this section we investigate the following question: what if requests can be answered using a parallel machine, such as a PRAM? Our incremental algorithms for parallel machines use the same basic concepts as the sequential algorithm, with the added bene t of being able to do the circuit re-calculation and the update function in parallel. We use T U (b; n) to represent the parallel time required to update a single output with b input changes using P U (b; n) processors. We let b be a parameter to this function, since in parallel we can often perform all b updates in o(b) time.
The overall parallel algorithm is similar to the sequential algorithm of the previous section, except that we evaluate the circuit by levels. In other words, a time T(n) circuit for a particular problem has T(n) levels | if we divide the circuit re-evaluation into B phases, then we evaluate T(n)=B levels per phase (note that T(n)=B may be less than 1), and may have to handle as many as 2B ? 1 individual update operations. We will sometimes refer to B as the block size.
Theorem 5.1 For a particular algebraic function f(x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ), assume we have an algebraic circuit with width P(n) and depth T(n), and we have a parallel algorithm for the update function that uses P U (b; n) processors and T U (b; n) time. Then the parallel incremental algorithm with block size B can service each request with P inc (n) processors in time T inc (n) = P(n)T(n) B min(P inc (n); P(n)) + P U (2B; n)T U (2B; n) min(P inc (n); P U (2B; n)) :
We can immediately apply this theorem to give fast parallel incremental algorithms for multipoint polynomial evaluation and the Discrete Fourier Transform. q n logn , log n logn P inc (n) if q n log n < P inc (n) n.
In addition, there are parallel incremental algorithms for multipoint polynomial evaluation with changing coe cients that has request service time T inc (n) = 8 < :
p n logn P inc (n) if 1 P inc (n) p n, log n log 2 n P inc (n) if p n < P inc (n) n.
Proof : This proof is given for multipoint evaluation, which is almost identical to the proof for the DFT (in fact, the DFT can be viewed as multipoint evaluation at the n powers of a principal nth root of unity). Two dimensional DFT is also similar, but with slightly di erent weights on the coe cients (when evaluating output y i;j the weight on input value x k;m is ! ik+jm ). Let z 0 ; z 1 ; ; z n?1 be the xed points of evaluation for the input polynomial p(x) with coe cients p 0 ; p 1 ; ; p n?1 . Consider the k < 2B input coe cient changes since the beginning of the previous block. Let s i be the position of the coe cient for the ith change (i.e., the ith change is on coe cient p s i ), and let c i = p 0 s i ? p s i when coe cient p s i is changed to p 0 s i . Using this notation, we can write the change in the jth output since the beginning of the previous block as y 0 j = y j + c 1 z s 1 j + c 2 z s 2 j + + c k z s k j :
Clearly, this is a simple weighted sum of k+1 terms using the precomputed powers of an evaluation point as weights, so updates can be computed with T U (k; n) = O(log k) time using P U (k; n) = O(k= log k) processors.
Our incremental algorithms use this update algorithm along with a circuit for multipoint polynomial evaluation with P(n) = O(n) width and T(n) = O(log 2 n) depth. By selecting a block size of B = p n log n when 1 P inc (n) p n log n, and a block size of B = n log 2 n P inc (n) when p n log n < P inc (n) n, simply plugging into (3) gives the time bounds stated in the corollary.
For the Discrete Fourier Transform and chirp z-transform, we use circuits with P(n) = O(n) width and T(n) = O(log n) depth 7, 2] . For block size selection, we use B = 8 < :
p n log n if 1 P inc (n) p n log n, n logn P inc (n) if p n log n < P inc (n) n.
Using these values in (3) gives the request service times claimed in the theorem.
What we notice from this corollary is that for the Discrete Fourier Transform, when P inc (n) p n the processor/time trade-o is optimal with respect to the work required for the sequential algorithm of the previous section. For larger numbers of processors, there is still an improvement in request service time, but the trade-o is no longer linear. For the fastest algorithm, notice that with O n log c n processors for any constant c, the request service time is O(log log n). The same bound is possible for multipoint evaluation.
Conclusions
We have examined lower bounds and algorithms for incremental versions of algebraic problems. We proved (n) lower bounds for many simply stated algebraic problems such as multipoint polynomial evaluation, polynomial reciprocal, and extended polynomial GCD, meaning that sub-linear time incremental algorithms for these problems are impossible. The simple interpretation of this fact is that for many algebraic problems, no algorithm can substantially beat the trivial \re-evaluate every time" solution.
On the other hand, we have shown that by examining the algebraic circuits for certain other problems, fast incremental algorithms can be obtained. We have given incremental algorithms for a wide class of problems that have O( p n log O(1) n) worst-case request service time (see Table 1 for a complete list of results). In addition, we have shown that for several problems in this class, superfast parallel algorithms can be derived that handle requests in O(log log n) time using O( n log c n )
processors for any constant c 0.
The incremental algorithm design techniques presented are general purpose, and can easily applied to other algebraic problems. However, due to our lower bound results it is clear that many algebraic problems will not have fast incremental algorithms.
